A second object is to calculate the earth area enclosed within cones of different a. The results are a family of curves in which the parameter is the offset angle /3. The abscissa scale is this area S normalized with respect to the maximum usable earth area, which is that portion of the earth's surface S from which the satellite is seen at an elevation angle greater than A. This is shown in Fig. 2 , Rather than cone angle a, antenna directive gain is used as the ordinate -that is, the maximum directive gain which can be obtained in direction a from proper choice of the size of a uniform.ly illuminated circular ■ '^^Antenna directive gain rather than absolute gain is calculated, because it is the directive gain that is a function of the antenna pattern. Figure 3a is for a uniformly illuminated circvilar aperture.
The reason for plotting or on a logarithmic scale is that for small a, sina « a, where a is in radians; hence the patterns all look alike.
Figures 3b and c are for shaped beams. The shaping is obtained by using two and four terms respectively according to John Ruze's Bessel function "Circular Aperture Synthesis. "
The general expression for g(u) is
where Q. are the zeros of J. (u) and g(i3.) are the coefficients of the terms. B.
should not be confused with angle j3 in Fig. i , g(^.) can be complex: A. exp (iijj.).
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The following values were used: could also be used to synthesize full-earth coverage shaped beams as described 4 by King, Wong, and Zamites in which the beam shape is tailored to compensate for propagation effects, including distance.
Ruze gives the formula for the on-axis directivity:
where the absolute value signs have been added to allow for complex g((3.). The directivity in any direction a, G(a), is
■^ |s<^,)l'
The curves of Figs. 3b and c are calcvilated from Eq. {6b). As was the case for to maximize the directivity in direction a .
•^s TS'ffiTi'-^ --^ vi-«Ti^7yff(y.,W(fjp'» ■■.^Y., -7(up-T|»»>:?I'' ~ ■ The results of the calculations of directivity Gia, a ) vs a will now be mm discussed, starting with those for the uniformly illuminated circular aperture. The antenna directive gain vs the illuminated earth area is shown by the curves of Fig. 8 . The gain G{a), is that at angle a measured fromi the pointing direction, and the earth area is that contained within a cone defined by a, as shown in Fig, 2 . The results are a family of curves in which the parameter is the offset angle 9 of point P toward which the beam is aimed. 9 is mea-7 y sured from the earth-satellite radial. The offset angle is /3 in Sollfrey's Fig. I .
The abscissa scale in Fig. 8 is the earth area S nornnalized with respect to the maximum usable earth area S . S is that portion of the earth's surface from which the satellite can be seen at an elevation angle greater than A. For the Fig, 8 curves, A = 10°, In some cases the antenna beana extends beyond S^ . Area S is defined as being within cone a and within S^ . The normalized A * A area is plotted on a logarithmic scale in percent.
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The ordinate scale is the directive gain 0(0-= a) in db. That is, at m each angle a, the value used for G{a) is the maximum gain obtainable from a pattern of particular shape through proper choice of its size. The pattern shape is 2J (u)/u, that of a uniformly illuminated circular aperture. For Given the coefficients g(^.) and hence the pattern g(u), I wish to find the value of D/X which will maximize G(a), the gain in direction a.
A necessary condition that G{a) be thus maximized is that Rewrite Eq. (6a): a a<^,
Choice of a particular direction a means that sina is a constant. We can call the direction a , the direction for which the gain is to be maximized. Fig, A. In Fig. A-a , the beam does not enclose the subsatellite point, nor does it reach to the boundary. In Fig. A-b , it encloses the sub-satellite point and extends beyond the boundary. Of course it can also do either one without the other.
The variable in the calculations is the angle 9. The equation for the boundary is <f) as a function of 9. S is then the spherical cap defined by 9 if it exists (the cap exists for a > y) plus the integral 9 \ (|)(9) sin9 d9 where 9=9 or 9 , whichever is smaller. The surface is normalized and * A B expressed in precent, as has already been stated.
A step-by-step list of terms used and formulas for calculating them will now be given. Much of this will be a repetition. Included is some of the logic used in the calculation. There are potential pitfalls in that bare formulas yield argiiments of Arc sine which exceed one.
1. A = minimum angle above horizon for which communication is maintained.
2. k = satellite altitude from earth center measured in earth radii.
Sollfrey used k = 6. 6134 for a synchronous satellite. 
S = 2TT(i -cos9^).
6. P = point on earth surface toward which beam is pointed.
7. 9 = offset angle of P from sub-satellite point. 9 is an input parameter. , 12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17,
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
a -angle which defines the coneof = const, a is measured from beam pointing direction. + Mid-point rectangular is especially appropriate for integration where the end points are not well behaved. It was used for this problem because it was readily available. 
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ABSTRACT
Calculations have been made to show the earth illumination from circularly symmetric antennas on synchronous satellites. The antenna directive gain is calculated as a function of antenna size, beam shape, intended beam pointing direction, error in the pointing direction, and the fraction of the earth surface illuminated.
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